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We offer top-level  
sales and marketing 
expertise that’s 
affordable, responsive 
and able to flex quickly  
to your exact needs.

Most of all, we provide 
value by ensuring that 
you get a real return  
on your investment – 
whether that’s improving 
your sales, increasing 
website visitor numbers 
or raising brand 
awareness. 

Whether you’re a small company that 
lacks internal marketing resources,  
or a bigger company with resources 
under pressure, we can help you to:

• Win new clients

•  Retain and grow existing clients

• Improve sales processes

•  Enter new markets, or launch new 
products and services

• Build your brand

Welcome to  
Chantry Associates 

Chantry Associates is a sales and 
marketing consultancy working with 
clients in the insurance, financial and 
professional services sectors.



The problem

We recognised that smaller companies 
often lack the marketing capabilities to 
really help them grow and realise their 
ambitions. Employing more people  
can prove inflexible and expensive,  
and still leave organisations with  
gaps in capability or experience. 

Larger businesses, on the other  
hand, have the resources, but they  
are often over-stretched – hindering 
their progress and speed to market. 

Agencies can fill this gap to a degree 
by helping companies address 
elements of their sales and marketing 
strategies. However, this approach can 
be costly and doesn’t suit smaller ad 
hoc tasks and day-to-day activities. 
Even for larger strategic projects, the 
client is often left with much of the 
implementation responsibility and 
potentially a misalignment of sales 
and marketing activity.

A new 
type of  
marketing 
support
We set up Chantry Associates in 2014  
to offer something a bit different.



Our solution As a result,  
we felt there was a gap in 
the market for an expert 
consultancy that could 
provide the full range of 
services to organisations  
big and small – from 
everyday sales and 
marketing activities to 
specific projects,  
strategic planning and 
implementation.  
Support that matched  
your individual need. 

Put simply: whatever  
your marketing need,  
we can help.
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Win new clients

Build brand

Drive sales
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PR/media and content 
We can create relevant, powerful content to help 
generate demand for your products and services and 
strengthen your client relationships. Services include:

•  Creating magazines, bulletins and  
white papers

• PR/Media – strategy, planning and delivery

Online marketing
We can help you make the best use of digital 
channels to strengthen your brand and 
generate sales leads. Services include:ude:

•  Website development

•  Inbound marketing and lead nurturing

•  Creating campaign sites and landing pages

•  Email marketing

•  Developing your social media  
presence

We offer a range 
of services to 
help companies 
build their brands, 
improve their 
marketing activities 
and ultimately  
drive sales.
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What we offer…

Building your brand
We can help you to develop and articulate your 
brand so that it is compelling, distinctive and 
relevant – making you stand out from your 
competitors. Services include:

• Designing your corporate identity

• Bolstering your employer branding

• Developing your value propositions

Improving sales
We can help you to improve your sales and lead 
generation processes. Services include:

• Sales and marketing planning and alignment

• Creating brochures and presentations

• Developing sales campaigns

•  Coordinating seminars, conferences and exhibitions

•  Carrying out research into client loyalty,  
markets, products and sectors

For us, implementation is everything. We won’t just 
design a campaign and walk away, leaving you to 
do the hard work.

Becoming part of your team is also important to us. 
We’re resourceful and act like ‘insiders’; this means 
we provide proactive advice and direction, and we 
always look to do things in the simplest, most cost-
effective way possible.

What will this cost me?
As we don’t have the overheads of an agency, we 
can offer all of this at a price that makes it accessible 
to even the smallest businesses. 

We can work on a project basis for competitive daily 
or fixed project rates, or on a cost-effective  
retainer basis.
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Sales and marketing 
support that can benefit a 
wide range of organisations, 
and we have particular 
expertise working with the 
insurance, financial and 
professional services 
sectors.  

Who we work with

SMEs

For companies with limited or 
no marketing capabilities, we 
offer the full range of marketing 
services to help you raise 
your brand awareness and 
win more business. We can 
work on specific projects or on 
an ongoing basis, effectively 
becoming part of your marketing 
team – or acting as your entire 
marketing function, if you wish.

Agencies

We also work in partnership 
with agencies, enabling you to 
offer clients senior, experienced 
marketing support as and when 
they need it.   

Larger businesses

For those companies with 
established marketing teams, we 
offer flexible, interim support to 
carry out day-to-day activities; 
deliver specific campaigns or 
projects; or plug short-term 
resource gaps. We are happy 
to work in your offices, if 
appropriate.
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About us Chantry Associates  
was set up by Tony Tyler in 2014.  
Tony leads all of the projects that the 
company takes on, so you always 
benefit from the input of a high-level 
marketing director. 

We bring in additional expertise as and 
when it is needed or work with your 
existing resources – such as web 
developers, designers or copywriters  
– which means we can be very 
adaptable, flexing to your needs  
and providing the best expertise  
for each element of your project.

Tony Tyler

Tony brings in-depth sales and 
marketing insight, with 25 years’ 
experience helping insurance, 
risk management and claims 
consultancy firms generate 
business from clients around the 
world. His previous roles include 
being Head of Marketing for one 
of the world’s leading insurance 
brokers, as well as a range of 
sales, bid management and 
account management roles.  
He also has an MBA from Henley 
Management College. 

Tony’s recent achievements 
include helping more than double 
new business brokerage revenue 
within four years; launching a 
professional indemnity product 
for law firms that captured 10% of 
the market within 18 months; and 
developing a new group website 
which led to a three-fold increase 
in web visitors, substantially 
increasing sales performance 
from the site.



What all these achievements  
have in common is a real focus  
on always generating a return  
on investment – something that 
is central to our ethos.

Get in touch

We’d love to hear from you.  
Please contact us using the 
details below:  

Email: tt@chantryassociates.com 
Tel: +44 (0)780 1042825

uk.linkedin.com/in/tonytyler 
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